Mechanical Reliability of Flexible Encapsulated Organic Solar Cells: Characterization and Improvement.
The encapsulation of organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices can help mitigate the degradation induced by environmental factors like water and oxygen and thus potential to increase OPV lifetime. Because flexibility is an important parameter for targeted OPV applications, this paper proposes a fundamental study on the impact of the roll-to-roll flexible encapsulation process. Both performance and mechanical reliability of encapsulated devices have been scouted. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a relatively simple peeling technique allows understanding the role of the interfaces inside a multilayered OPV device supported by a flexible poly(ethylene terephthalate) substrate. For this purpose, the peeling strengths between each layer were measured using a series of partial devices. This provided a quantitative analysis of the mechanical strength or quality of each interface. Two interfaces revealed pronounced weaknesses: active layer with hole transporting layer and transparent conducting electrode with electron transporting layer. Among various surface treatments applied to improve these interfaces, an optimized UV-ozone (UVO3) treatment proved to modify substantially the surface properties of used zinc oxide (ZnO) and thus improved its adhesion to the neighboring layers. The physicochemical and structural changes of ZnO have been confirmed by IR spectroscopy and contact angle measurements. It has also been shown that better interfaces within the device improve the overall performance of the devices and their resilience to roll-to-roll encapsulation.